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14k yellow gold diamond & tourmaline ring USD 350 - 600

14 kt yellow gold diamnd and tourmaline ring , weighs 2.25 grams , 0.40 cct diamond and tourmaline , size 6.5

2: 18k y/gold diamond & emerald ring USD 550 - 850

18 kt yellow gold diamond opal and emerald ring , weighs 5.55 grams , 0.55 ct total gems weight , size 6

3: 14k y/gold diamond & blue topaz  ring USD 250 - 400

14 kt yellow gold diamond and blue topaz ring , weighs 3.55 grams , 4 ct blue topaz and diamond ( 6 small round shape ) , size
8

4: 14k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 300 - 450

14 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring , weighs 2.65 grams , gems weight 0.40 ct , size 4

5: 14k white gold  diamond & tanzanite  ring USD 450 - 650

14 kt white gold diamond and tanzanite ring , weighs 3.70 grams , total gems weight 0.55 ct , size 6 .

6: 14k y/gold diamond & emerald  ring USD 250 - 400

14kt yellow gold diamond and emerald ring , weighs 3.70 grams , total gems weight 0.55 ct , size 3 .

7: 14k white gold diamond & amethyst ring USD 350 - 500

14 kt white gold diamond and amethyst ring , total weight 3.10 grams , total gems weight 1.10 ct , size 8/5 .

8: 10k white gold diamond & star sapphire ring USD 450 - 700

10 kt white gold diamond and star sapphire ring , total weight is 4.50 grams , total gems weight 0.60 ct , size 6 .

9: 10k yellow gold diamond & emerald  ring USD 85 - 240

10kt yellow gold diamond and emerald ring , total weight 2.85 grams , gems weight 0.10 ct ( 2 small diamond and 2 emerlad
round shape ) , size 7/3 .
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10k yellow gold diamond & aquamarine ring USD 140 - 350

10kt yellow gold diamond and aquamarine ring , total weight 4.20 grams , total gems weight 3,ct ( 1 round shape diamond and 3
oval shape aquamarine ) , size 5 .

11: 14k yellow gold diamond & blue topaz ring . USD 240 - 550

14 kt yellow gold diamond and blue topaz ring , total weight is 5.20 grams , total gems weigt is 4.40 ct , size 6 .

12: 10k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 85 - 250

10 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring , total weight is 2.35 grams , gems weight is 0.25 ct , size 6 .

13: 10k yellow gold diamond opal  ring USD 75 - 180

10 kt yellow gold diamond and created opal ring , total weight of the ring is 3 grams , it contains 2 round shape diamond and an
oval shape created opal 0.80 ct , size 5 .

14k yellow gold diamond ring USD 150 - 400

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 2.50 grams , it contains 0.42 ct round shape diamond , size 3 .

15: 14k y/gold diamond & blue topaz  ring USD 95 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and blue topaz ring , weighs 3.25 grams , 3 ct blue topaz and diamond ( 6 small round shape ) , size
6/5 .

16: 14k yellow gold diamond & emerald ring USD 120 - 350

14 kt yellow gold diamond and emerald ring in total weigh of 4.50 grams , 1 round shape diamond and 5 emeralds weighing
0.60 ct , size 6/5 .

17: 14k yellow gold diamond  ring  12 gr USD 300 - 550

14kt yellow gold diamond ring , weight of the ring is 12.20 grams , one round shape diamond 0.25 ct , ring size : 7

18: 14k yellow gold diamond & emerald ring USD 95 - 250

14kt yellow gold diamond and emerald ring in total weigh of 2.90 grams , 0.35 ct total gems weight , size 4
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19: 14k yellow gold diamond & tsavorite ring USD 85 - 200

14 kt yellow gold diamond and tsavorite ring in total weigh of 2.50 grams , total weigh of diamond and savorite is 0.35 ct , this
ring is size 6/8 '' .

20: 14k yellow gold diamond & peridot ring USD 100 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamodn and peridot ring , total ring's weight is 3.60 grams , total gems weight is 1.20 ct , ring is size 8

21: 14k y/w gold diamond & sapphire ring USD 220 - 500

14 kt yellow and white gold diamond and sapphire ring , total ring's weight is 8.80 grams , it contains 0.35 ct diamond and
sapphire , this ring is size 8/5 .

22: 14k yellow gold diamond & amethyst  ring USD 110 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and amethyst ring in total weigh of 5.30 grams , weigh of gems : 0.85 ct , this ring is size 6 .

23: 10k w/y  gold  diamond  ( dolphin )  ring USD 90 - 180

10 kt yellow and white gold diamond dolphin ring , it weighs 2.95 grams , 11 round shape diamond 0.15 ct , this ring is size 6/5 .

24: 14k white gold  diamond  & star sapphire ring 16.80 GR USD 360 - 550

14 kt white gold diamond and star sapphire ring in total weigh of 16.80 grams , 2 round shape diamond 0.20 ct weight and an
oval shape 11x9 mm star sapphire weighing 3 ct , this ring is size 7 .

25: 10k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 75 - 150

10 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring , weight of the ring : 2.60 grams , weight of the gems 0.12ct , ring size 7 .

26: 14k yellow  gold  diamond  turtle ring  . USD 220 - 450

14 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby turtle ring , weigh of the ring : 8.70 grams , 11 round shape diamond and 2 ruby weighing
0.25 ct , ring's size : 4/5

27: 14k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 135 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring , ring's weight : 6.20 grams , gems weight : 1.06 ct , ring's size : 6/5
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28: 14k yellow gold diamond emerald & pearls  ring USD 85 - 180

14 kt yellow gold diamond emerald and pearls ring in total weigh of 2.55 grams , it contains 3 round shape diamond and
mamarquise shape emeralds weighing 0.35 ct , and seven 3/5mm pearls , this ring is size 9/2

29: 14k yellow  gold diamond ring  4.95 GR USD 120 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring , it weighs 4.95 grams and contains 12 round shape diamond 0.12 ct , this ring is size 6/5 .

30: 10k yellow gold diamond & mystic topaz  ring USD 75 - 150

10 kt yellow gold diamond and mystic topaz ring in total weigh of 3 grams , contains 2 small diamond and a 10x8 mm mystic
topaz weighing 3,ct , ring's size is 7

31: 14k yellow gold ruby & diamond  ring USD 85 - 150

14 kt yellow gold ruby and diamond ring in total weigh of 3.85 grams , gems total weight : 0.70 ct , ring's size : 8/5

32: 14k yellow golod diamond  & sapphire  ring USD 110 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and sapphire ring in total weigh of 5.75 grams , total gems weight : 1.20 ct , ring's size : 9

33: 14k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 75 - 150

14kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring in total weigh of 2.85 grams , total gems weigh : 0.80 ct , this ring is size 9/2

34: 14k yellow gold 1.10 ct diamond  ring  5.90 GR USD 260 - 500

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 5.90 grams , contains 1.10 ct round shape diamond mounted in channel seting ,
this ring is size 7

35: 14k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 65 - 200

14 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring in total weigh of 3.30 grams , total gems weight : 0.75 ct , ring size : 8

36: 14k y,gold diamond amethyst & moon stone ring USD 300 - 650

14kt yellow gold diamond amethyst and moon stone ring , this ring weighs 15.85 grams , it contains 0.60 ct diamond and
amethyst and a 16x12mm moon stone , it measures 1/4' inches wide , this ring is size 6
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37: 14k yellow gold ruby & pearl  ring USD 60 - 150

14 kt yellow gold ruby and a 6mm pearl ring in total weigh of 2.95 grams , contains 1,ct ruby and a 6mm pearl , this ring is size 5

38: 10k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 55 - 140

10 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring , it weighs 3.70 grams , contains 0.90 ct diamond and ruby , this ring is size 5

39: 14k yellow  gold  &  5mm  pearl  ring USD 35 - 85

14 kt yellow gold and a 5MM pearl ring , it weighs 2.25 grams , ring is size 6

40: 14k yellow gold  amethyst  ring USD 55 - 120

14 kt yellow gold amethyst ring , ring's weight : 3.10 grams 2 pear shape amethyst weigh 2,ct , this ring is size 5

41: 14 kt  yellow  gold  ring  5.70  GR USD 80 - 150

14 kt solid yellow gold weighing 5.70 grams , it measures 0/75' inch wide , this ring is size 5/2

42: 14k yellow gold diamond & pearls ring USD 120 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and 7mm pearls ring in total weigh of 6 grams , it contains 3 small round sahpe diamond and three 7
mm pearls , this ring is size 5

43: 14k diamond  & garnet  ring  4GR USD 80 - 150

14 kt yellow gold diamond and garnet ring in total weigh of 4.16 gramas , it contains 6 small round shape diamond and a 9x7mm
garnet weighing 2ct , this ring is size 5

44: 14k yellow gold blue topaz ring USD 60 - 130

14 kt yellow gold aquamarine ring , it weighs 3 grams and contains an oval aquamarine 1.50 ct , this ring is size 5 .

45: 14k yellow gold  4mm  pearl ring USD 90 - 150

14 kt yellow and rose gold with a 4 mm pearl , it weighs 4.65 grams and its size 5/5 .
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46: 14k yellow gold diamond  ring . USD 65 - 180

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring , it weighs 2.35 grams , it contains 13 round shape diamond 0.06 ct weight , this ring is size 6 .

47: 18k yellow gold  ring 7.95 GR USD 160 - 280

18 kt solid yellow gold ring stamped italy , it weighs 7.95 grams and its size 5 .

48: 18k yellow gold ring  3.60 GR USD 80 - 240

18 kt solid yellow gold ring stamped italy , it weighs 3.60 grams and its size 5 .

49: 10k yellow gold multi color gems  ring . USD 35 - 95

10 kt yellow gold multi color gem ring , it weighs 1.50 grams , it contains 0.50 ct multi color gem stones , this ring is size 5 .

50: 14k yellow gold  sapphire  ring  . USD 50 - 150

14 kt yellow gold sapphire ring , it weighs 2.50 grams , it contains 5 round shape 3mm sapphire weighing 1ct , this ring is size 5 .

51: 14k yellow gold  ruby  ring  . USD 50 - 150

14 kt yellow gold ruby ring , it weighs 2.10 grams , it contains 5 round shape 2/5mm ruby weighing 0.60ct , this ring is size 7 .

52: 14k yellow gold  pink topaz  ring . USD 55 - 140

14 kt yellow gold pink topaz ring , it weighs 3.10 grams , it contains a round shape 4mm pink topaz , this ring is size 6/2 .

53: 14 k yellow gold pink topaz  ring USD 110 - 250

14 kt yellow gold pink topaz ring , total weigh of the ring is 3.30 grams , it contains 1.50 ct round shape pink topaz mounted in
channel setting , this ring is size 6 .

54: 14 k yellow gold ruby  ring USD 120 - 250

14 kt yellow gold ruby ring , total weigh of the ring is 3.85 grams , it contains 1 ct round shape ruby mounted in channel setting ,
this ring is size 5 .
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55: 14k yellow gold  amethyst  ring . USD 65 - 140

14 kt yellow gold amethyst ring , total weight of the ring is 2.55 grams , it contains 3 oval shape amethyst 3,ct weight , the ring is
size 5 .

56: 14k yellow  gold  diamond  ring . USD 65 - 180

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring , the ring weighs 2.40 grams and contains a round shape 3mm diamond 0.10 ct weight , this ring
is size 5 .

57: 14k yellow  gold multi color gems  ring . USD 60 - 150

14 kt yellow gold multi color gems ring in total weigh of 2 grams , it contains 5 multi color gems 4mm in total weigh of 1,ct , this
ring is size 6 .

58: 14k rose gold ring  1.85 GR USD 45 - 150

14 kt solid rose gold , it weighs 1.85 grams and it's size 7/2 .

59: 18 kt solid  yellow  gold ring  3.85 GR USD 110 - 250

18 kt solid yellow gold ring , it weighs 3.85 grams and it's size 5 .

60: 14k yellow gold amethyst  ring USD 55 - 150

14 kt yellow gold amethyst ring in total weigh of 2.80 grams , it's stamped beverlyhills gold 14k ,it contains a marquise shape
amethyst 11x6 mm about 1,ct weight , the ring is size 5 .

61: 14k yellow gold multi color  agate  ring USD 130 - 280

14 kt yellow gold multi color gem ring in total weigh of 4.95 grams , it contains 3 cabochon shape agate weighng 3,ct , the ring is
size 6/5 .

62: 14k yellow gold blue topaz ring USD 40 - 150

14 kt yellow gold blue topaz ring , it weighs 1.90 grams , it contains a pear shape blue topaz 1,ct weight , the ring is size 5 .

63: 14k yellow  gold diamond &  iolite  ring USD 95 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and iolite ring in total weigh of 3.35 grams , it contains 2 small round shape diamond and 3 oval
shape iolite 2,ct weight , the ring is size 6 .
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64: 14k yellow gold diamond & emerald ring USD 55 - 180

14 kt yellow gold diamond and emerald ring in total weigh of 1.60 grams , the ring contains 4 small round shape diamond and a
marquise shape emerald weighing 0.35 ct , this ring is size 4/5 .

65: 10k yellow gold 17.50 ct lemon topaz ring . USD 150 - 280

10 kt yellow gold lemon topaz ring in total weigh of 9.50 grams , the lemon topaz measures 0/7' x 0/5' inch and weighs 17.50 ct ,
the ring weighs 5.95 grams , this ring is size 6/5 .

66: 14k yellow gold multi color gems ring USD 65 - 180

14 kt yellow gold multi colore gems ring in total weigh of 2.85 grams , total gems weight is 1,ct , this ring is size 5 .

67: 14k yellow gold diamond & pink topaz  ring . USD 60 - 160

14 kt yellow gold diamond and pink topaz ring , the ring weighs 2.40 grams , it contains 4 small round shape diamond and 3
marquise shape pink topaz weighing 0.75 ct , the ring is size 5/2 .

68: 14k yellow  gold  emerald  ring USD 70 - 180

14 kt yellow gold emerald ring , it weighs 3.50 grams and contains 5 round shape emerald 0.50 ct weight , the ring is size 4/8 .

69: 14k yellow gold  ruby  ring  . USD 55 - 160

14 kt yellow gold ruby ring in total weigh of 2.90 grams , it contains 3 marquise shape ruby weighing 0.75 ct , this ring is size 5 .

70: 18k yellow gold diamond & sapphire  ring . USD 360 - 650

14 kt yellow gold diamond and sapphire in total weigh of 10.70 grams , the ring contains a round shape 4mm diamond and a
sapphire in total weigh of 0.35 ct , the ring is size 3/5 .

71: 14k yellow gold diamond wedding bands  . USD 220 - 600

14 kt yellow gold diamond wedding bands , they both weigh 4.20 grams , total diamonds weight is 0.60 ct , the ring is size 3/5 .

72: 14k yellow gold pink quartz ring USD 85 - 250

14 kt yellow gold pink quartz ring in total weigh of 3.75 grams , total gems weight is 2.50 ct , the ring is size 6/2 .
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73: 14k yellow gold  man's diamond  ring USD 230 - 550

14 kt yellow gold man's diamond ring weighing at 5.70 grams , it contains 0.60 ct round shape diamond mounted in channel
setting , the ring is size 10 .

74: 14k yellow  gold 1,ct diamond  ring USD 450 - 950

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 4.25 grams , it contains a pear shape diamond approx 1,ct weight , the ring is size
4/5 .

75: 14k two tone gold diamond  man's  ring USD 230 - 650

14 kt two tone man's diamond ring weighing at 8.40 grams , it contains 3 round shape 3mm diamond 0.30 ct weight , the ring is
size 10/5 .

76: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring 10.50 GR USD 450 - 900

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 10.50 grams , it contains 13 round shape diamonds weighing 0.60 ct . The ring
is size 9 .

77: 14k yellow gold 1.50 ct diamond  ring USD 650 - 2,500

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 3.55 grams , it contains a marquise diamond in the center weighing 1,ct and princess
cut on the sides wich weighs 0.50 ct , the ring is size 5/8 .

78: 14k yellow gold with black enamel diamond ring USD 250 - 450

14 kt yellow gold dimond ring with black enamel weighing at 10.90 grams , te ring contains 0.45 ct round diamond , this ring is
size 6/5 .

79: 14k white gold diamond ring USD 180 - 550

14 kt white gold diamond ring , it weighs 3.60 grams and contains 0.75 ct princess cut diamond , the ring is size 6 .

80: 14k yellow  gold  diamond  ring . USD 250 - 750

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 6.40 grams , it contains 3 round shape diamond in total weigh of 0.75 ct , the ring is
size 9/5 .

81: 14k yellow gold  man's diamond  ring USD 220 - 550

14 kt yellow gold man's diamond ring weighing at 7.85 grams , it has a round diamond in the center weighing about 0.25 ct , the
ring is size 12 .
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82: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring  5.40 GR USD 180 - 550

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 5.40 grams , the diamonds weight is 0.60 ct , this ring is size 7 .

83: 14k white gold heart  diamond  ring  . USD 200 - 550

14 kt white gold heart shape diamond ring in total weigh of 5.80 grams , it contains 0.60 ct round shape diamond , the ring is
size 8 .

84: 14k yellow  gold  diamond  ring . USD 260 - 650

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 3.25 grams , it contains 3 round shape diamond weighing 0.60 ct , the ring is
size 6 .

85: 18k white  gold  diamond  invisible  ring USD 175 - 550

18 kt white gold diamond invisible ring , it weighs 2.40 grams and contains 9 princess cut diamond 0.40 ct weight in invisible
setting , the ring is size 6/5 .

86: 14k white  gold  diamond  ring  6.60 GR USD 260 - 650

14 kt white gold diamond ring weighing at 6.60 grams , it contans 81 round shape diamond weighing about 0.90 ct , the ring
measures 0.75' inch wide and it's size 7/5 .

87: 18k w/y gold  diamond  ring  13GR USD 350 - 750

18 kt yellow and white gold diamond ring weighing at 13 grams , it contains 23 round shape diamond 0.50 ct weight , the ring is
size 9/5 .

88: 14k yellow gold  diamond soliter  ring USD 140 - 400

14 kt yellow gold diamond soliter ring , the ring weighs 2.60 grams and contains a round shape 4mm diamond 0.25 ct weight ,
this ring is size 4 .

89: 1.50 ct diamond  platinum ring  7GR USD 1,000 - 3,000

this is a platinum diamond ring weighing at 7.10 grams , it contains a total of 1.50 ct diamond , the center diamond weighs 0.80
ct , the ring is size 5/5 .

90: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring  6.20 GR USD 380 - 900

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 6.25 grams , it contains 6 princess cut diamond mounted in channel setting weighing
1.20 ct , inside the ring says ( love always diva 6-1-96 ) , the ring is size 9 .
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91: 14k w/y gold diamond butterfly  ring USD 55 - 160

14 kt white and yellow gold diamond butterfly ring in total weigh of 2.50 grams , the weight of diamond is 0.10 ct , the ring is size
6/5 .

92: 18k white gold  diamond  ring USD 320 - 900

18 kt white gold diamond ring , it weigh 7.20 grams , it contains 1.50 ct round and baguette shape diamond mounted in pave
-channel and bezel setting all around it , the ring is 11mm wide and its size 6/5 .

93: 18k yellow gold  diamond  man's  ring 27GR USD 950 - 2,500

18 kt yellow gold diamond man's ring weighing at 27.15 grams , it contains 16 round shape diamond weighing 1.50 ct , the ring
is 0/75' inch wide and its size 11 .

94: 14k white gold  0.90 ct diamond  ring USD 380 - 950

14 kt white gold diamond ring weighing at 4.10 grams , it contains 3 round shape diamond in total weigh of 0.90 ct , the ring is
size 7 .

95: 14k white gold 1.40 ct  diamond  ring USD 400 - 1,200

14 kt white gold diamond ring weighing at 5 grams , it contains 10 round shape diamonds in total weigh of 1.40 ct , the ring is
size 6 .

96: 18k white gold  diamond  ring USD 100 - 350

18 kt white gold diamond ring weighing at 1.60 grams , it contains 0.25 ct round shape diamond and its size 5 .

97: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring USD 220 - 650

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 9 grams , it contains 24 round diamond mounted in pave setting weighing 0.24 ct
, this ring is size 7/5 .

98: 14k white gold  diamond  ring USD 140 - 450

14 kt white gold diamond ring weighing at 3.30 grams , it contains 0.45 ct round shape diamond and its size 4/2 .

99: 18k yellow gold diamond emerald & opal ring  27GR USD 800 - 2,300

huge 18 kt yellow gold diamond emerld and opal ring weighing at 24.40 grams ,it contains a total of 5.20 ct diamond emerald
and opal , the ring measures 1/3' x 1/1' inch wide and its size 8 .
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100: 18k yellow  gold diamond  invisible  ring USD 500 - 1,500

18 kt yellow gold diamond invisible ring in total weigh of 6 grams , it contains 2 ct princess cut diamond mounted in invisible
setting , the ring is size 7 .

101: 18k yellow gold diamond  ring USD 280 - 800

18 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 6.55 grams , it contains 0.40 ct round diamond and measures 10mm wide , the
ring is size 7/5 .

102: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring USD 190 - 500

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring in total weigh of 3.70 grams , it contains 0.40 ct round brilliant diamond and its size 5/5 .

103: 14k yellow gold diamond flower ring USD 120 - 400

14 kt yellow gold diamond flower ring weighing at 3.05 grams , it contains 0.50 ct diamond and its size 9 .

104: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring USD 240 - 450

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 5.10 grams , it contains 0.90 ct round and baguette diamond mounted in channel
setting , this ring is size 7 .

105: 14k yellow gold  diamond  ring USD 320 - 650

14 kt yellow gold diamond mercedes benz ring weighing at 10.50 grams , it has 19 round shape diamond 0.55 ct weight and
measures 14mm or 0/6' inch in diameter , the ring is size 8/5 .

106: 14k white gold diamond bands USD 160 - 550

14 kt white gold diamond bands in total weigh of 3 grams , it contains a 5mm round shape diamond in the center 0.45 ct and
small rounds on the sides totaling 0.60 ct , the ring is size 5 .

107: 10ki yellow gold white sapphire ring USD 40 - 170

10 kt yellow gold white sapphire ring weighing at 2.40 grams , it contains 1,ct round shape white sapphire , the ring is size 6 .

108: 14k yellow gold  bangle 22.90 GR USD 440 - 750

14 kt solid yellow gold bangle , it weighs a solid 22.95 grams , it measures 7' inches in diameter .
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109: 22 k yellow gold & onix bangle 23 GR USD 850 - 1,500

22 kt yellow gold and onix bangle weighing at 23 grams , it measures 7' inches in diameter .

110: 22k yellow gold bangle 24 GR USD 850 - 1,500

22 kt yellow gold and red - green enamel bangle weighing at 24.20 grams , it measures 8' inches in diameter .

111: 22k yellow gold & black enamel bangle 14 GR USD 450 - 850

22 kt yellow gold and black enamel bangle weighing at 14.80 grams , it measures 7/5' inches in diameter .

112: 22 k solid yellow gold  bangle  14.90 GR USD 550 - 900

22 kt solid yellow gold bangle weighing T 14.95 grams , it measures 7' inches in diameter .

113: 18k yellow gold  diamond  bangle  51 GR . USD 1,200 - 2,800

18 kt yellow gold diamond bangle weighing at 21.50 grams , it contains 3.50 ct round brilliant diamond mounted in channel
setting , it measures 7' inches in diameter .

114: 14k yellow gold & opal  bangle 19 GR USD 450 - 900

14 kt yellow gold and opal bangle weighing at 19 grams , it contains 23 round opal weighing 2,ct weight , it measures 6/5' inches
in diameter .

115: 14k solid yellow gold  bangle 6 GR USD 150 - 400

14 kt solid yellow gold bangle weighing at 6.25 grams , it measures 7' inches in diameter .

116: 22k yellow gold  bangle  17.50 GR USD 650 - 1,100

22 kt yellow gold red and green dot enamel weighing at 17.50 grams , it measures 7/5 ' inches in diameter .

117: 10k yellow gold diamond & amethyst bangle USD 150 - 400

10 kt yellow gold diamond and amethyst bangle weighing at 6 grams , it contains 2,ct diamond and amethyst and measures 7'
inches in diameter .
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118: 14k solid yellow gold  bracelet 22.80 GR USD 500 - 850

14 kt solid yellow gold bracelet weighing at 22.80 grams , it measures 8' inches in length .

119: 18k solid yellow  gold  bracelet 33 GR USD 950 - 1,550

18 kt solid yellow gold bracelet weighing at 33.85 grams , it measures 7'' inches in length and 0/6' inch wide .

120: 14k yellow gold diamond & peridot bracelet USD 250 - 600

14 kt yellow gold diamond and peridot bracelet weighing at 9.55 grams , It contanis 2.50 ct diamond and peridot and measures
7' inches in length .

121: 10k yellow gold multi color gems bracelet USD 450 - 1,350

10 k yellow gold multi color gems bracelet weighing at 26.90 grams , it contains a total of 4,ct multi color gems stones and
measures 7' inches in length .

122: 14k white gold  diamond  bracelet  20 GR USD 600 - 1,500

14 kt white gold diamond bracelet weighing at 20.40 grams , it contains 0.75 ct round brilliant diamond , it measures 7' inches in
length .

123: 10k yellow gold created pink sapphire bracelet . USD 160 - 300

10 kt yellow gold and lab created pink sapphire bracelet weighing at 11.50 grams , it measures 7' inches in length .

124: 18k solid yellow  gold  bracelet  15 GR USD 450 - 800

18 kt solid yellow gold bracelet weighing 15.15 grams , it measures 6/5' inches in length .

125: 14k yellow gold diamond tennis bracelet USD 370 - 950

14 kt yellow gold diamond tennis bracelet in total weigh of 8.65 grams , it contains 1,ct round brilliant diamond , it measures 7/5'
inches in length .

126: 10k yellow gold  diamond  bracelet 13 GR USD 260 - 800

10 kt yellow gold diamond bracelet weighing at 13 grams , it contains 30 round shape diamond weighing 0.30 ct , the bracelet
measures 6/5' inches in length .
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127: 14k yellow gold diamond & peridot bracelet USD 125 - 350

14 kt yellow gold diamond and peridot bracelet weighing at 4.80 grams , It contanis 2.50 ct diamond and peridot and measures
7' inches in length .

128: 14l yellow gold & onix  chain necklace . USD 350 - 600

14 kt yellow gold and onix chain necklace weighing at 15.90 grams , it's 15' inches long .

129: 10k yellow gold double chain necklace 4.45 GR USD 75 - 180

10 kt yellow gold double chain necklace weighing at 4.45 grams , it's 20' inches long .

130: 14k yellow gold chain necklace USD 75 - 220

14 kt yellow gold chain necklace with two small diamond on one of the small ring weighing at 2.95 grams , it's 18' inches long .

131: 14k yellow gold diamond & pearls necklace USD 260 - 600

14 kt yellow gold necklace with one small diamond and three 3mm pearls weighing at 11.60 grams , it measures 16' inches long
.

132: 14k yellow gold long  chain USD 160 - 300

14 kt solid yellow gold long chain weighing at 6.90 grams , it's 36' inches long .

133: 18k solid yellow gold long  chain 22.70 GR USD 650 - 1,250

18 kt solid yellow gold chain weighing at 22.70 grams , it's 27' inches long .

134: 14k solid yellow  gold  chain 24' USD 110 - 250

14 kt solid yellow gold chain weighing at 5.10 grams and measures 24' inches long .

135: 14k yellow gold  diamond  necklace USD 600 - 1,800

14 kt yellow gold diamond necklace in total weigh of 20.60 grams , it contains 1.50 ct round brilliant diamond mounted in prong
setting , it measures 17'' inches long .
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136: 14k solid yellow gold   long  chain USD 70 - 180

14 kt solid yellow gold chaine weighing at 2.90 grams , its 28' inches long .

137: 14k solid yellow gold long chain necklace USD 750 - 1,450

14 kt solid yellow gold long chain necklace weighing at 34.50 grams , it measures 32' inches long .

138: 14k solid yellow gold  chain 22.85 GR USD 520 - 850

14 kt solid yellow gold chain weighing at 22.85 grams , it measures 23' inches long

139: 18k solid yellow gold chain 24' USD 180 - 300

18 kt solid yellow gold chain weighing at 6 grams , it measures 24' inches long .

140: 14k yellow gold diamond necklace USD 600 - 1,800

14 kt yellow gold diamond necklace weighing at 14.40 grams , it contains 1.50 ct round and baguette diamond , it's chain
measures 14' inches long , the necklace itself measures about 2' inches .

141: 10k solid yellow gold  chain USD 50 - 140

10 kt solid yellow gold chain weighing at 3.20 grams , it measures 18'' inches long .

142: 14k solid yellow  gold long chain necklace USD 85 - 190

14 kt solid yellow gold long chain neckalce weighing at 3.70 grams , it measures 24' inches long .

143: 14k yellow gold  & pearls  chain  necklace . USD 60 - 150

14 kt yellow gold and pearls chain necklce weighing at 3.80 grams , it measures 16' inches long .

144: 14k solid yellow  gold  chain necklace USD 68 - 150

14 kt solid yellow gold chain neckalce weighing at 2.80 grams , it measures 18' inches long .
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145: 22k solid yellow gold chain  18' USD 160 - 350

22 kt solid yellow gold weighing at 4.50 grams , it measures 18' inches .

146: 14k solid yellow  gold chain 16' USD 75 - 180

14 kt solid yellow gold chain weighing at 3.35 grams , it measures 16' inches long .

147: 18K Gold Woven Bracelet USD 500 - 1,500

18K gold woven bracelet. Total bracelet weight is 0.61 troy ounces and length is 7.75 inches. A dramatic, visually appealing
design.

148: 14K Gold Bracelet with Gold Beaded Decorations USD 300 - 600

14K gold bracelet with small beads threaded throughout. Total bracelet weight is 0.45 ozt and length is 7.75 inches.

149: 14K Gold Bracelet with Seven Amethyst Stones USD 600 - 1,200

14K gold bracelet with seven amethyst oval stones. Total bracelet weight is 0.86 troy ounces and the length is 7.5 inches.

150: 14K Gold Bracelet Featuring an Attractive Flower Design USD 250 - 750

14K gold floral bracelet with rubies, which are likely simulated. Accented with simulated diamonds. Length is 7.25 Inches.
Weight is 0.27 troy ounces.

151: 10K White Gold Bracelet with Small Diamonds USD 100 - 400

10K white gold bracelet with 19 diamonds, in XO design. Length is 6.75 inches and total bracelet weight is 0.15 troy ounces.
The 19 diamonds are 0.50 to 0.60 carats total.

152: Italian 14K Yellow and White Gold Bracelet USD 500 - 1,000

14K yellow and white gold bracelet marked "ITALY." Total bracelet weight is 0.68 troy ounces and length is 8.5 inches.

153: 14K Gold Bracelet USD 400 - 800

14K gold bracelet that with a total bracelet weight of 0.54 troy ounces with a length of 7.25 inches.
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154: 14K Gold Bracelet with “GOLD FOR GOLD” marked Plaque USD 250 - 500

14K gold bracelet with a plaque that marks “Gold for Gold” held by chain-like links. The length is 8.125 Inches. Total weight of
0.33 troy ounces.

155: 14K Very Dainty Gold Linked Bracelet USD 50 - 150

14K gold bracelet with very thin links. Total bracelet weight is 0.07 troy ounces with a length of 7.125 Inches

156: Yellow Gold Bracelet with Decorative Links USD 600 - 1,200

Gold bracelet that is marked 9999. Total bracelet weight is 0.45 troy ounces and the length is 7.5 Inches.

157: 14K Gold Tennis Bracelet with Alternating Baguette and USD 500 - 1,500

14K gold bracelet with baguette and round diamonds. Total bracelet weight is 0.32 troy ounces and the length is 7.125 Inches,
with 27 links. Total diamond weight of 1.75 to 2.25 carats.

158: 10K  Bracelet with Dark Green Stones in Gold Setting USD 150 - 300

10K bracelet with 20 dark green stones in gold setting. Total bracelet weight is 0.28 troy ounces and the length is 7.5 Inches

159: 14K Bracelet with Dark Blue Stones in Gold Setting USD 250 - 500

14K bracelet with 17 dark blue stones in a setting with alternating gold cross-like diamond accents. Total bracelet weight is 0.22
troy ounces and the length is 7.5 inches. Diamonds are at 0.30 to 0.40 carats total.

160: 14K  Bracelet with Amethyst gemstones with Gold Flower USD 150 - 300

14K bracelet with 17 amethyst stones in gold setting with gold flower accents. Total bracelet weight is 0.19 troy ounces and
length is 7.5 inches

161: 14K  Bracelet with Amethyst Gemstones with Diamond USD 200 - 400

14K bracelet with 16 amethyst gemstones in gold setting with diamond accents. Total bracelet weight is 0.23 troy ounces and
length is 7.25 inches. The diamond accents are at 0.25 to 0.35 carats total.

162: 18K Gold Bracelet with zigzag design USD 1,000 - 2,000

18K gold bracelet with zigzag links. Total bracelet weight is 1.04 troy ounces and length is 8 inches. Signed FM.
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163: 14K Gold Bracelet with Diamonds in Style of Cartier USD 1,000 - 3,000

14K gold bracelet with diamonds in style of Cartier. Total bracelet weight is 1.085 troy ounces and 7.75 inches in length. One
carat total diamond weight.

164: 18K Gold Bracelet With Emeralds USD 500 - 1,000

18K gold bracelet accented by gold X's set with oval shaped simulated emeralds. Total bracelet weight is 0.61 troy ounces. 7.5
inches in length.

165: 14K Gold Tennis Bracelet USD 700 - 1,400

14K Gold tennis bracelet. Total bracelet weight is 0.25 troy ounces. 7.25 inches in length. Approximately 2.5 carats total
diamond weight.

166: 14K Gold Bracelet With Five Gemstone Accents and Guard USD 400 - 800

14K gold Bracelet with five gemstone accents and guard with heart and key. Total bracelet weight is 0.54 ozt and 8 inches in
length

167: 14K Gold Bracelet With Six Colored Stones Throughout USD 300 - 600

14K gold bracelet with six colored stones evenly spaced throughout 0.37ozt 7.25in.

168: 14K Gold Bracelet with Five Colored Stone Accents in USD 120 - 240

14K Gold Bracelet with Five Colored Stone Accents in Center 0.15ozt 7.5in

169: 14K Gold Tennis Bracelet With Each Diamond Surrounded USD 500 - 1,500

14K gold tennis bracelet with each diamond surrounded by gold circle. Total weight of 0.24 ozt, 7.75 inches. Contains (38)
7-point diamonds for a total of over 2.5 carats.

170: 14K Gold and Ruby and Diamond Bracelet with Guard USD 250 - 500

14K gold and ruby and diamond bracelet with guard. Weights 0.29 ozt and is 7.75" in length. Includes (19) one-point diamonds
for a total weight of 0.19 carats.

171: 18K Gold Necklace with Diamonds USD 2,600 - 5,200

18K gold necklace with diamonds. The total necklace weight is a hefty 2.24 ozt. Total diamond weight is 1.0-1.20 carats.
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172: 18K Yellow Gold Diamond Earrings USD 150 - 300

18K yellow gold and 0.5 carat diamond earrings with different style gold backs (with one back marked as "750"). Total weight is
0.93 grams. The diamonds are SI2-I1 clarity.

173: One Carat Diamond Earrings Set in 14K Gold USD 300 - 600

1.0 to 1.5 carat round diamond earrings with different style 14K gold backs. Each stone is 0.5 to 0.65 carat, with I clarity and J to
L color. Contains 1.2 grams of 14K gold. .

174: Platinum Band with Diamonds and Rubies USD 300 - 1,000

Platinum band with diamonds and rubies. Size 8.75. Weights 0.11 troy ounces, or 3.42 grams. 0.45 carat total diamond weight,
with approximately 0.4 carat ruby weight.

175: Antique Art Deco Platinum Ring with Diamonds and USD 2,000 - 5,000

An antique Art Deco platinum ring with diamonds and sapphires. Includes over one carat in diamonds and weighs 0.12 troy
ounces. Size 3.5.

176: 18K Yellow Gold and Diamond Wedding Band USD 250 - 500

18K yellow gold and diamond wedding band. Weighs 0.12 troy ounces, or 3.72 grams. The total diamond weight of 0.55+ carats
includes (8) 7 to 9-point, high quality diamonds. Size 5. A beautiful piece.

177: 14K Diamond and Tourmaline Ring USD 700 - 1,400

14K diamond and tourmaline ring. 1.5 to 2.0 carat weight. Total ring weighs 0.335 troy ounces. Size 7. Tourmaline is 8mm X
8mm.

178: Antique Art Deco 14K Diamond Ring USD 1,000 - 3,000

A gorgeous, vintage Art Deco diamond ring. Constructed of 14K white gold. Features (6) 20 to 25-point diamonds with an
additional 20+ small diamonds, for a total diamond weight of 2 carats. Size 8.

179: Vintage Art Deco Platinum and Diamond Ring USD 2,000 - 5,000

This antique Art Deco platinum ring features over 2 carats in total diamond weight. The ring is size 4.5 and weighs 0.19 troy
ounces, or 5.9 grams.

180: 18K White Gold Art Deco Diamond and Sapphire Ring USD 2,000 - 5,000

You are bidding on a stunning 18K white gold diamond and sapphire ring. The center diamond weighs over 0.50 carats. Done in
an attractive Art Deco style. Weights 0.11 troy ounces, or 3.4 grams. Size 6.
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181: 18K Modern Pearl Ring USD 525 - 1,050

Modern pearl ring in natural flat form and set in 18K gold. Marked 18K with a total weight of 0.5 troy ounces. Size 6.5.

182: 14K White Gold Ring with Blue Topaz and Diamonds USD 250 - 500

14K white gold ring with large blue topaz solitaire surrounded by 14 diamonds. Marked 14K. Ring size is 7. Total diamond
weight is 0.07 to 0.10 Carats. Total ring weight is 0.19 troy ounces.

183: 14K Gold Ring with Blue Topaz Solitaire USD 150 - 300

Attractive ring with a large blue topaz solitaire, surrounded by white gold flowers with diamond centers in a wide 14K gold band.
Ring size is 6. Total diamond weight is 0.07 to 0.10 Carats. Total ring weight is 0.15 troy ounces.

184: 14K Gold Ring with Blue Lapis and Diamonds USD 200 - 400

14K gold ring with center blue lapis in diamond shape with cascading gold and channel-set diamonds on each side. Stamped
14K. Ring size is 5. Total diamond weight is 0.20 to 0.24 Carats. Total ring weight 0.16 troy ounces.

185: Antique 10K Yellow and White Gold Ring With Warrior USD 250 - 500

10K yellow and white gold ring with warrior-type figure carved in center stone. Stamped 10K. Ring size is 8. Total ring weight is
0.32 troy ounces, or 9.9 grams.

186: 14K Yellow Gold Ring with Colored Stone USD 125 - 250

14K yellow gold ring with ruby or pink sapphire solitaire, framed by two cubic zirconias on each side. Stamped 14K. Ring size is
7. Total ring weight is 0.095 troy ounces.

187: Charming 14K Gold Bee Ring USD 100 - 200

Here's a charming 14K gold ring in the shape of a bee with a gemstone for the body. Stamped 14K. Ring size is 5.75. Total ring
weight is 0.14 troy ounces.

188: Attractive 10K Diamond and Pink Topaz Band USD 100 - 200

An attractive ring. 10K diamond and pink topaz band in yellow gold. Five round diamonds and four round, pink topaz stones are
channel-set. Stamped 10K. Size 8.25. Total diamond weight is 0.10 to 0.125 carats. Total ring weight is 0.085 troy ounces.

189: 22K Gold Band With Five Pearl Charms USD 250 - 500

22K gold band with five dangling pearl charms. Ring size is 7. Total ring weight 0.155 troy ounces.
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190: 14K White Gold Ring with Blue Topaz and Diamonds USD 250 - 500

14K yellow gold ring with 16 round blue stones, which are most likey blue topaz, and surrounded by over 50 diamonds. The
design is a square shape with split shank sides. Stamped 14K. Ring size is 8.25. Total diamond weight is 0.50 to 0.55 carats.
Total ring weight is 0.110 troy ounces.

191: Wonderful 18K Yellow Gold Ring with 4 Carat Pink USD 1,000 - 5,000

A gorgeous design. This 18K yellow gold ring features a beautiful pink sapphire solitaire atop a gold crown design. Stamped
18K. Ring size is 7.75. Total ring weight is 0.140 troy ounces. The pink sapphire weighs approximately 4 carats.

192: Antique 14K White Gold Ring With Diamonds USD 75 - 150

Antique 14K white gold ring with an approximate 0.07 carat center diamond, flanked by a heart design with a diamond in the
middle on each side. Stamped 14K. Ring size is 4. Total diamond weight is 0.08 to 0.10 Carats. Total ring weight 0.060 troy
ounces.

193: Pleasing 18K Yellow Gold Stacked Ring with Diamonds USD 400 - 800

18K gold and diamond stacked ring with three round diamonds on each of four bands. Stamped "Italy" and "18K." Ring size is 6.
Total diamond weight is 0.12 to 0.18 carats. Total ring weight 0.32 troy ounces.

194: Attractive 14K Gold Ring with $1 Gold Piece Surrounded USD 500 - 1,000

14K gold ring with a genuine 1851 U.S. one dollar gold piece surrounded by 40 diamonds in a square design. Ring size is 7.25.
Total diamond weight is 0.35 to 0.40 Carats. Total ring weight is 0.455 troy ounces.

195: Pleasing 10K Yellow Gold Ring with Sapphires and USD 250 - 1,000

10K yellow gold ring with blue sapphire solitaire and flanked by four round diamonds and two square sapphires on each side.
Stamped 10K. Ring size is 7. Total diamond weight is 0.08 to 0.10 Carats. Total ring weight is 0.125 ozt. The center stone is a
deep, rich blue and weighs at least 1.5 carats.

196: 10K Yellow Gold Ring With Two Pesos Coin In Center USD 225 - 450

10K yellow gold ring with a 1945 Mexico two pesos gold coin in center, framed by a scroll design. Two small diamonds are
located at the top and bottom of the scroll. Stamped 10K. Ring size is 8. Total ring weight is 0.2 troy ounces. The coin is 22K
gold.

197: Another 14K Yellow Gold Band with Charms USD 100 - 200

Similar to the previous lot. A 14K yellow gold band with four charms: a box, a blue stone, a horseshoe, and a heart. Ring size is
8.5. Total ring weight is 0.125 ozt.

198: 14K Yellow Gold Ring Featuring Black Onyx and Three USD 200 - 400

This attractive 14K yellow gold ring features two black onyx panels separated by three round diamonds set diagonally. Marked
14K. Ring size is 8.5. Total diamond weight is 0.06 to 0.09 carats. Total ring weight is 0.21 troy ounces. The inside is engraved
with a date.
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199: Popular Aaron Basha Ladybug and Double Diamond White USD 2,000 - 4,000

This ring retails for $6250 at Aaron Basha. The popular ladybug and double diamond design in 18K white gold. Two diamond
flowers grace each side of the ladybug. Stamped "Aaron Basha" and "750." Ring size is 6.5. Total diamond weight is 0.45 to
0.55 carats, with a total ring weight of 0.23 troy ounces. Very nice condition and ready to enjoy for a fraction of the full retail
price of a new piece.

200: Tiffany Platinum and 18K Gold Wedding Band USD 750 - 1,500

Platinum and 18K gold wedding band with milgrain finish. Stamped "Tiffany & Co. 750 PT950." Ring size is 7.25. Total ring
weight is 0.31 troy ounces. This ring retails at over $2,000 on the Tiffany & Company website.

201: Charming Southwestern-style 14K Ring. USD 500 - 1,000

You are bidding on a charming 14K gold ring finished with a Southwestern-style motif. The design was achieved with turquoise,
onyx and other stones. 1.5 Inches long by 1 inch across. Ring size is 6.5. Total ring weight is 0.59 ozt. An unusual yet highly
attractive piece.

202: Stunning Art Deco Platinum Brooch Finished with USD 5,000 - 10,000

An absolutely stunning Art Deco brooch in platinum. This piece is artistically layered with beautiful diamonds and sapphires. The
center diamond is over 1 carat alone, with all of the diamonds together netting over 10 carats in total weight. The dimensions
are 0.75 inches in height and 1.75 inches in width, and the total brooch weight is 17.20 grams. The 14K chain is Italian made
and weights 0.12 troy ounces, or 3.7 grams. A rare and highly desirable piece.

203: Amazing Tiffany & Co Sunburst Diamond and Platinum USD 5,000 - 15,000

Sunburst design platinum brooch by Tiffany & Co. The diamonds sparkle against the platinum rays for a dramatic effect. The
brooch is 1.5 inches in diameter with a total weight of 0.45 troy ounces, and the diamonds have a total weight of over 3 carats.
Includes a 14K white gold chain. This stunning piece surely retailed for $20,000 to $30,000 when originally sold by Tiffany &
Co., as they are currently offering a far less impressive, yet similar pin in 18K gold and only 2.52 carats in diamonds for $22.000.

204: 14K Women's Gold Bulova Accutron Watch with Diamonds USD 500 - 1,000

14K women's gold quartz watch with 0.50 to 0.60 carat total diamond weight. Total weight of the watch is 0.8 troy ounces, and
the net gold weight is approximately 0.7 troy ounces. The watch needs a battery replacement, which should be less than $20.
Comes with original carrying case and owner's guide.

205: 18K Ebel Women's Gold Swiss Watch USD 2,000 - 4,000

18K women's quartz gold watch. Swiss made. The total watch weight is 2.34 troy ounces, and the net gold weight is
approximately 2 troy ounces. The watch needs a new battery, which will cost $20 or less.

206: Lalique Crystal Crouching Cat USD 750 - 1,500

Lalique Crystal Crouching Cat model 11602. Circa after 1948. Originally issued 1927-1937. Original "Made in France" sticker on
bottom. Signed in script Lalique France. Cat has adorable "Cheshire Cat" smile. 9" long. Excellent condition.

207: Lalique Crystal Two sparrows Bowl USD 3,000 - 5,000

Lalique Crystal Two Sparrows Bowl. 15 1/2" D. Tiny nick on one of the bird's beaks. Noticeable only to touch.
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208: Large Lalique Crystal Madonna and Child on Black Square USD 1,000 - 2,000

Large Lalique crystal Madonna and child on black square glass base. Original Lalique Decal. 13.75" Tall. Circa after 1950.
Excellent condition.

209: Lalique Rare Art Deco Pendant Necklace - Black USD 100 - 500

Lalique crystal Art Deco pendant necklace in black. Art Deco font letter (LALIQUE) pendant necklace with a pin with adjustable
length of the necklace. Matching color silk cord with two tassle ball ends, each measure almost 14 inches. It is adjustable that
you can tie it shorter. Pendant is signed and measures 2.25" tall x 1.38" wide. Excellent condition.

210: Lalique Tokio Ashtray USD 100 - 500

Lalique "Tokio" ashtray carved with daisies and alternating dots in the Lalique Tokio pattern. Lalique France is etched on the
underside. Original Lalique sticker attached. 5.25" diameter. Excellent condition.

211: Lalique Capricci Perfume Bottle USD 250 - 750

A collaboration between Nina Ricci and Lalique, this stunning crystal scent bottle and stopper is a rare find. Signed on the
bottom "Made in France By Lalique." 6" Tall x 4.25" across. Excellent condition.

212: R. Lalique "Chataignier" Art Deco Bowl USD 2,500 - 5,000

Large R. Lalique "Chataignier" Art Deco bowl. High relief leaves emanating from center to the rim. Opalescent glass against
frosted background. Circa 1933. 14" Diameter. Excellent condition.

213: Antique French Rococo Mantle Clock USD 2,000 - 5,000

French gilt bronze figural mantle clock featuring Neptune flanked by two dolphins. 21" high. Very good. Hairline crack across
back of clock door.

214: Art Deco Marble Mantle Clock USD 500 - 1,500

Art Deco marble mantle clock. Arched marble case with a circular brass dial mounted on a marble panel, decorated with grape
and vine leaf gilt metal. 13.5" high X 12" wide. Excellent condition.

215: Large Art Nouveau Figural Mantle Clock USD 500 - 2,000

Large Figural Mantle Clock Depicting a female figure with a water jug atop a large marble base. Beautiful clock face hand
painted with flowers. Plaque on sculptor reads "La Cruche Cassee". 23 3/4"H x 12" W. Very Good - Gently Used.

216: Portico Mantle Clock USD 500 - 1,500

Portico mantle clock with four columns on a marble base. A large brass eagle is perched atop timepiece. 15"H x 9" W. Excellent
condition.
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217: Baccarat "Eye" Vase USD 500 - 1,500

Baccarat "Eye" vase 9.25" H. Baccarat France logo etched on bottom. Full-lead crystal. Made in France. Excellent condition.

218: Baccarat Crystal Infinity Vase USD 5,000 - 10,000

Baccarat "Infinity" vase. Handcrafted full-lead crystal. Made in France. Baccarat signature and logo etched on bottom. 20" wide
X 6" high. Excellent condition.

219: Three Piece French White Marble Mantle Clock Set USD 500 - 1,000

Beautiful three piece white marble mantle clock set embellished with gilt leaves and feet. Beautiful clock face with porcelain
numerals. Stamped Medaille de Bronze S. Marti 16628*48. Center timepiece 11"H x 8 1/2"W. Candelabras 13 1/4"H. Excellent
condition.

220: lalique''claude''vase USD 500 - 1,500

lalique''claude''vase with bulbous bottom , signed lalique france , measures 13'' H

221: French carriage clock w/original pendulum USD 750 - 2,500

early 20th century to turn of the century era french carriage clock style brass clock with original pendulum , measures 14-1/4
inches high , beveled glass door , beautiful details .

222: French marble mantel clock set USD 500 - 1,500

french marble mantel clock , measures 9-1/4' H x 15-1/2' W , hues of gold , black and white marble boldly make this mantel
clock a statement piece for any room , comes with a matching pair of garnitures for holding potpourri or even small change , late
19th century .

223: After moreau ''Nymphe des Roseau'' Figural clock USD 500 - 2,500

after moreau ''nymphe des roseau'' figural mantel clock ,measures 20-3/8''H x 10-1/2'' W , a delightful maiden sits atop a dark
botanic arrangement ,the entire clock sits on a blue , gray and cream pedestal , the plaque reads ''Nymphe Des Roseau Par
Moreau Sculpt'' , nicely repatinated .

224: French Porcelain Urn Clock and Candelabra  set USD 1,500 - 3,500

french porcelain um clock and candelabra set , clock measures 17'' H and candelabras measures 21-3/4'' H , blue flowers bloom
all over white porcelain and accented with bronze , an enchanting dragon sits gracefully on top of the clock , late 19th century .

225: art nouveau and bronze  clock USD 500 - 2,000

art nouveau and bronze clock , gorgeous art nouveau ceramic or porcelain and bronze clock , measures 23'' H x 12'' W , vibrant
gold details lie over deep forest green surface , late 19th century .
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226: Antique  Clock USD 250 - 1,250

antique clock , depicts boy painting on a marble stans .

227: Art Nouveau Clock USD 750 - 2,750

depicts beautiful maiden with harp , measures 15-1/4'' H

228: Antique Clock USD 500 - 1,500

Antique clock , hunting scene features man his dog shot gun and rabbit , measures 15-1/2 x 13-1/2

229: Monumental Lalique ''Angelique'' clear glass vase with USD 10,000 - 25,000

Monumental Lalique ''Angelique'' clear glass vase with lid , A classic frieze of goddesses grace the perimeter of the vase , they
are surrounded by the flower of heaven in clear/satin finish crystal , lid and vase signed in script Lalique France , 20th century
39pounds and 11.98 '' x 20.9'' inches Height

230: Lalique Bacchantes Vase USD 3,500 - 8,000

Lalique Bacchantes Vase , the iconic design features the young priestesses of bacchus with their voluptuous beauty and curves
, 9 - 3/8'' High , Originally designed in 1927 by Rene Lalique .

231: clear lalique versailles vase USD 5,000 - 11,500

clear lalique versailles vase , this classic urn shape versailles vase was originally designed by rene lalique in 1933 - signed on
base .

232: Lalique crystal  madonna figurine USD 500 - 1,500

Beatiful lalique madonna figurine , signed lalique france on the bottom , condition : very good with a few tiny nickse on the
bottom folds , size : 3''W x 9'' H

233: 14k yellow gold diamond engagment  set USD 750 - 1,500

14 kt yellow gold diamond engagment set weighing at 7.30 grams , total diamond weight is 1,ct ( 0.60 ct center + 0.40 ct ) the
ring is size 6 .

234: 18k yellow gold  diamond & ruby  ring . USD 750 - 1,500

14 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring weighing a at 11 grams , total gems weight is 6,ct the center ruby measures 11x7 mm .
The ring is size 8/5 .
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235: 18k yellow gold cameo  earrings USD 1,000 - 2,000

18 kt cameo earrings with armmered yellow gold , total weight of the earrings are 23.50 grams , they measure 1'

236: 18k white gold chanel style  diamond  ring USD 1,500 - 3,500

18 kt white gold chanel style diamond ring , it weighs 20 grams , total diamonds weight is 3.50 ct , it measures about 1/5' inch
and its size 7/5 .

237: 14k yellow gold  diamond heart pendant USD 500 - 1,000

14 kt yellow gold diamond heart pendant weighing at 4.90 grams , it contains 1.50 ct round brilliant diamond and measures
about an inch .

238: 14k yellow gold diamond & ruby bracelet USD 1,000 - 2,000

14 kt yellow gold diamond and rubys bracelet weighing at 15.35 grams , it contains 2.50 ct round brilliant diamond and 2.50 ct
round shape ruby mounted in bezel setting , it measures 7'' inches in length .

239: platinum diamond & sapphire  bracelet USD 2,000 - 4,000

Art deco style platinum diamond and blue sapphire bracelet weighing at 20.40 grams , it contains 2.50 ct of round brilliant
diamond and 2,ct round shape blue sapphire , it measures 7'' inches in length .

240: 18k gold multi color gems bangle & ring USD 1,500 - 3,000

18 kt yellow gold diamond -sapphire and ruby bangle and ring in total weigh of 49.60 grams , the ring is size 6 and bangle about
7' inches in diameter .

241: 14k art deco 2,ct diamond  ring USD 1,000 - 3,000

art deco 14 kt white gold diamond ring , total weight is 5.90 grams , total diamond weight is 2,ct , ring size is 8 .

242: Longines 14k gold  men's watch USD 1,000 - 2,000

longines Art deco men's 14 kt yellow gold watch , it weighs 51.90 grams and its 7'' inches in length and 0/6' wide .

243: Lalique Rare Art Deco Pendant Necklace - Black USD 180 - 500

Lalique crystal Art Deco pendant necklace in black.  Art Deco font letter (LALIQUE).  Pin with adjustable length of the necklace.
 Matching color silk cord with two tassle ball ends, each measure almost 14".  It is adjustable so that you can tie shorter.
 Pendant is signed and measures 2.25" Tall X 1.38" Wide.  Excellent Condition.
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244: Lalique Rare Art Deco Pendant Necklace  USD 180 - 500

Lalique crystal Art Deco pendant necklace in Neon Green.  Art Deco font letter (LALIQUE).  Pin with adjustable length of the
necklace.  Matching color silk cord with two tassle ball ends, each measure almost 14".  It is adjustable so that you can tie
shorter.  Pendant is signed and measures 2.25" Tall X 1.38" Wide.  Excellent Condition.

245: 15'' double string pf pearls w/1.5ct diamond clasp USD 2,000 - 3,000

15'' inches double string of 8mm pearls necklace with 1.50ct diamond clasp ,

246: .925 silver amethyst  ring USD 35 - 100

.925 silver amethyst and created white sapphire ring , weighs 16 grams , size 7

247: .925 silver pink quartz  ring USD 35 - 100

.925 silver with natural pink quartz and created white sapphire ring , weighs 13.60 grams , its size 5

248: .925 silver pink quartz  ring USD 35 - 100

.925 silver with natural pink quartz and created white sapphire ring , weighs 15.60 grams , its size 6

249: .925 silver amethyst  ring USD 35 - 100

.925 silver amethyst and created white sapphire ring , weighs 13 grams , size 6

250: .925 silver  ring with created  onix USD 35 - 100

.925 silver ring with created onix and white sapphire , it weighs 14.50 grams , size 6

251: .925 silver ring  with  created topaz USD 35 - 100

.925 silver ring with created smoke topaz and white sapphire , it weighs 14. grams , size 7

252: .925 silver amethyst  ring USD 35 - 100

.925 silver amethyst and created white sapphire ring , weighs 16 grams , size 9
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253: .925 silver  ring with created p/w sapphire USD 35 - 100

.925 silver ring with created pink and white sapphire , weigs at 14.50 grams , size 9

254: .925 silver ring  with  created topaz USD 35 - 100

.925 silver ring with created smoke topaz and white sapphire , it weighs 16. grams , size 7

255: .925 set of  silver earrings & pendant USD 85 - 200

.925 silver earrings and pendant with created pink and white sapphire ,

256: .925 silver  ring  with  created  topaz USD 35 - 100

.925 silver ring with created white sapphire and blue topaz , weighs 13 grams , size 8

257: 14 Ct Diamond & Color Stone Necklace 16.30 Grams 14K USD 1,600 - 2,500

14 Ct Diamond & Color Stone Necklace 16 Inch 16.30 Grams 14K

258: 9.5 Ct Diamond & Emerald Necklace 24 Grams 14K USD 2,000 - 7,000

4.50 Ct Diamond & 5 Ct Emerald 16 Inch Necklace 24 Grams 14K

259: 4 Ct Diamond & Pink Topaz Necklace USD 100 - 300

4 Ct Diamond & Pink Topaz Necklace

260: 18k gold women's cartier  watch USD 5,000 - 8,000

18 kt gold women's cartier watch , weighs 67.60 grams ,

261: cartier 18k gold ladies  watch USD 3,000 - 5,000

cartier 18k gold ladies watch , weighs 63.70 grams
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262: 14k white gold diamond & sapphire necklace USD 800 - 2,500

14k white gold diamond & sapphire necklace weighing at 7 grams , total gems weight is 4,ct

263: 10k yellow gold diamond & peridot pendant USD 100 - 250

10 kt yellow gold diamond and peridot pendant , weighs 3.60 grams , gems weight is 5,ct .

264: 10k white gold diamond & pink topaz  pendant USD 200 - 700

10 kt white gold diamond and pink topaz pendant weighing at 3 grams , total gems weight is 10,ct

265: 14k white gold 0.25ct diamond invisible pendant USD 150 - 450

14 kt white gold 0.25 ct diamond invisible pendant with chain , weighs 1.80 grams ,

266: 14k yellow gold diamond & jade ring USD 1,400 - 3,000

14 kt yellow gold diamond and natural jade ring weighing at 5.85 grams , total gems weight is 4,ct , size 7

267: 14k yellow gold  diamond &  jade  ring USD 280 - 450

14 kt yellow gold natural jade and one diamond ring in total weigh of 2.25 grams , size 5.5

268: 14k two toned 0.45 ct diamond  ring USD 300 - 500

14 kt two toned 0.45 ct diamond ring weighing at 6 grams , ring size 6

269: 14k yellow gold 1,ct diamond ring USD 700 - 1,200

14 kt yellow gold diamond ring weighing at 3.50 grams , contains 3 round brilliant diamond 1,ct . Ring size is 7

270: 14k y/w gold 4,ct diamond & emerald necklace USD 2,500 - 4,500

14 kt yellow and white gold diamond and colombian emerald necklace weighing at 15.20 grams , it contains round and baguette
shape diamond si1 vs clarity and a colombian emerald in total weigh of 4,ct . The chain is 16' inches long .
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271: 18k white gold diamond & 13mm s,sea pearl pendant USD 1,200 - 2,500

18 kt white gold diamond and south sea pearl pendant with chain weighing at 10 grams , it contains 0.50 ct round brilliant
diamond and a huge 13 mm south sea pearl , it's chain is 16' inches .

272: 14k gold 10.5mm fresh water pearls earrings USD 45 - 90

14 kt yellow gold 10.5mm fresh water pearls post earrings .

273: 10k yellow gold diamond & sapphire post earrings USD 300 - 750

14 kt yellow gold diamond and sapphire post earrings in total weighs of 4.10 grams , contain 3,ct diamond and sapphire ,
measure 1' inch

274: 10k yellow gold diamond and peridot necklace USD 200 - 450

10 kt yellow gold 5,ct diamond and peridot necklace in total weigh of 4.20 grams .

275: 14k white golod diamond & sapphire necklce 23gr USD 3,000 - 8,000

14 kt white gold diamond and sapphire necklace weighing at 23 grams , total gems weight is 15 ,ct

276: 18k white gold 4.80ct diamond neckalce USD 4,500 - 8,000

18 kt white gold diamond necklace weighing at 38.50 grams , it contains 4.80 ct round brilliant diamond vs2 clarity .

277: 14k yellow gold 5,ct emerald neckalce USD 200 - 600

14 kt yellow gold emerlad necklace in total weigh of 6.80 grams , it contains 5 ct emeralds .

278: 10k yellow gold diamond & sapphire pendant USD 45 - 150

10 kt yellow gold diamond and sapphire pendant , it weighs 1.70 grams and contains 1,ct sapphire and diamond .

279: 14k white gold diamond & pink topaz purse pendant USD 150 - 250

14 kt white gold diamond and pink topaz purse pendant weighing at 6 grams , total weight of totpaz and diamond is 8,ct
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280: 10k gold diamond & lab sapphire  neckalce USD 150 - 250

10 kt white gold diamond and created lab sapphire necklace weighing at 7.50 grams , total weight of diamond and sapphire is
8,ct

281: 10k white gold diamond & lab sapphire pendant USD 150 - 250

10 kt white gold diamond and created sapphire weighing at 5 grams , total weight of diamond and sapphire is 8,ct

282: 10k white & rose gold diamond heart pendant USD 150 - 250

10 kt white and rose gold diamond heart pendant with chain in total weigh of 3.20 grams , diamonds weight is 0.65 ct

283: 14k white /yellow gold 0.65ct diamond pendant USD 150 - 300

14 kt white yellow and rose gold diamond pendant with chain in total weigh of 3 grams , diamonds weight is 0.65 ct

284: 14k white  gold black & white diamond necklace USD 1,500 - 4,000

14 kt white gold black and white diamond necklace weighing at 14 grams , total diamonds weight is 3.20 ct

285: 14k white gold 0.75ct diamond cross pendant USD 200 - 500

14 kt white gold with 0.75 ct diamond cross pendant weighing at 2.80 grams .

286: 14k white gold diamond heart pendant USD 250 - 450

14 kt white gold diamond heaqrt pendant with chain weighing at 2.50 grams , it contains 0.70 ct diamond

287: 14k white gold 12,ct  diamond & ruby necklace USD 2,800 - 4,500

14 kt white gold diamond and ruby neckalce weighing at 22 grams , it contains round and baguette shape diamond and oval
shape ruby in total weigh of 12.ct

288: 14k white gold diamond & sapphire post earrings USD 2,800 - 5,500

14 kt white gold diamond and sapphire post earring in total weigh of 12.30 grams , total weight of diamond and sapphire in 10.
ct
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289: 10k white gold diamond & lab sapphire post earrings USD 120 - 250

10 kt white gold diamond and lab created sapphire post earrings in total weigh of 14 grams , they contain 8,ct diamond and
created sapphire .

290: 14k white gold 2,ct diamond earrings USD 1,800 - 2,900

14 kt white gold diamond earrings weighing at 11 grams , they contain 2,ct round brilliant diamonds .

291: 14k yellow gold 2.50 ct diamond post earrings USD 1,400 - 2,500

14 kt yellow gold diamond post earrings weighing at 8.15 grams , total diamonds weight is 2.50 ct

292: 14k yellow gold multi color gems earrings USD 300 - 550

14 kt yellow gold multi color gems earrings in total weigh of 4.30 grams , total weight of diamond and color stones is 3.50 ct

293: 14k yellow gold blue topaz earrings USD 100 - 200

14 kt yellow gold 2,ct blue topaz post earrings

294: 14k white gold diamond  earrings USD 400 - 800

14 kt white gold diamond earrings weighing at 2.50 grams with 0.70 ct of round brilliant diamond .

295: 14k white gold 2.70 ct diamond  earrings USD 1,800 - 3,500

14 kt white gold diamond earrings weighing at 11 grams , diamonds weight is 2.70 ct , they measure 1.5' inches in length

296: 14k yellow gold mother of pearl post earrings USD 75 - 125

14 kt yellow gold and mother of pearl post earrings , they measure 1' inch

297: 14k white gold diamond  earrings USD 350 - 650

14 kt white gold 0.70 ct diamond earrings weighing at 5.50 grams
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Tangible  Fine Jewelry, Art and Antique Sale

298: 14k yellow gold diamond invisible stud earrings USD 700 - 1,500

14 kt yellow gold diamond invisible stud earrings weighing at 2.70 grams , total diamonds weight is 1,ct

299: 14k yellow gold diamond  stud  earrings 0.50 ct USD 150 - 350

14 kt yellow gold 0.50 ct diamond stud earrings weighing at 0.50 grams .

300: 14k white gold 8,ct diamond & emerald necklace USD 3,800 - 8,000

14 kt white gold diamond and emerald necklace weighing at 23 grams , total weight of diamond and emerald is 8,ct

301: 14k gold 0.50 ct diamond stud earrings USD 350 - 750

14 kt yellow gold 0.50 ct diamond stud earrings weighing at 4 grams , diamonds clarity si1

302: 14k yellow gold 1ct diamond & amethyst ring USD 150 - 250

14 kt yellow gold diamond and amethyst ring weighing at 3 grams , 1ct diamond and amethyst , ring's size is 6

303: 14k white gold multi color gems  ring USD 300 - 550

14 kt white gold diamond Tsavorite and pink sapphire ring weighing at 5.30 grams , total gems weight is 2,ct . Ring's size is 6

304: 14k gold 3.25ct diamond & sapphire  ring USD 1,400 - 4,500

14 kt white gold diamond and sapphire ring weighing at 19 grams , 3ct total weight of diamond and sapphire , the ring is size 6

305: 14k gold black & white diamond  ring USD 1,800 - 3,000

14 kt gold black and white diamond ring weighing at 6.20 grams , contains a total of 3ct round shape black and white diamond ,
the ring is size 6 .

306: 14k yellow gold  diamond & emerald  ring USD 400 - 900

14 kt yellow gold diamond and emerald ring weighing at 3.30 grams , contains 0.70 ct of vs2 clarity diamond and emerald , the
ring is size 6
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Tangible  Fine Jewelry, Art and Antique Sale

307: 10k yellow gold diamond & ruby ring USD 175 - 350

10 kt yellow gold diamond and ruby ring weighing at 5 grams , contains 2ct round shape diamond and ruby , the ring is size 6

308: 14k gold 4.30 ct black & white diamond  ring USD 2,200 - 5,000

14 kt white gold black and white diamond ring in total weigh of 13.25 grams , contains 4.30 ct round shape black and white
diamond , the ring is size 6

309: 14k white gold 1ct diamond invisible ring USD 400 - 1,100

14 kt white gold ring with 1ct princess cut diamond mounted in invisible setting weighing at 3.50 grams , the ring is size 6

310: 14k gold 5.95 ct diamond & tanzanite ring USD 2,500 - 5,000

14 kt white gold ring with 5.95 ct of diamond vs2 clarity and tanzanite weighing at 11 grams in size 6

311: 14k yellow gold 2ct  multi color gems  ring USD 275 - 700

14 kt yellow gold with ring with 2ct of diamond pink sapphire and emerald weighing at 5.50 grams in size 6

312: 10k white gold 7ct diamond & pink topaz ring USD 200 - 600

10 kt white gold with 7ct of diamond and pink topaz ring in total weigh of 4.30 grams in size 6.5.

313: 14k gold 3ct diamond & tourmaline  ring USD 450 - 900

14 kt white gold ring with 3ct of diamond and tourmaline weighing at 3.70 grams in size 6

314: 14k gold 6ct diamond & tourmaline ring 10 GR USD 2,000 - 6,000

14 kt white gold ring with 6,ct of diamond si2 to vs2 clarity and pink tourmaline in total weigh of 10 grams in size 5.5

315: 14k gold 5,ct diamond & color sapphire  ring USD 1,800 - 4,500

14 kt white gold ring and 5ct of round shape diamond and color sapphire weighing at 11.50 grams in size 6
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Tangible  Fine Jewelry, Art and Antique Sale

316: 14k rose gold 0.75ct diamond  ring USD 400 - 800

14 kt rose gold ring with 0.75 ct of diamond si1 clarity weighing at 3 grams in size 6

317: 14k white gold 1.25 ct diamond  ring USD 350 - 700

14 kt white gold ring with 1.25 ct of princess cut diamond si1 clarity weighing at 6 grams in size 6

318: 14k gold 1.40 ct blue & white diamond ring USD 3,500 - 6,500

14 kt white gold ring and 1.40 ct of round shape blue ( center ) and white diamond in total weigh of 2.70 grams in size 6.5

319: 14k gold 2.50 ct diamond & sapphire  ring USD 2,200 - 3,500

14 kt white gold custom made ring with a total of 2.50 ct diamond and sapphire weighing at 5.30 grams in size 6

320: 10k gold  diamond  & pink  topaz  ring USD 200 - 375

10 kt white gold ring with 4 ct of diamond and pink topaz weighing at 3.30 grams in size 6

321: 14k gold 12.ct diamond & emerald bracelet USD 4,800 - 9,200

14 kt white gold bracelet with a total of 12 ct diamond si1 calrity and colombian emeralds weighing at 20.70 grams , it measures
7' inches in length

322: 18k gold 2.ct diamond bracelet USD 2,500 - 5,500

18 kt white gold bracelet with 2.ct of round brilliant diamond si1 clarity weighing at 6.70 grams

323: 14k rose gold 7.ct diamond & aquamarine  ring USD 2,500 - 4,800

14 kt rose gold ring with a total of 7.ct diamond and aquamarine weighing at 14.50 grams in size 5.5

324: 14k gold 9.ct diamond & emerald  ring 15 GR USD 3,800 - 8,000

14 kt white gold ring with a total of 9.ct diamond si1 to vs2 clarity and a zambian emerald ( 6.ct ) weighing at 15 grams in size 6
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Tangible  Fine Jewelry, Art and Antique Sale

325: 14k gold 1.70 ct diamond  ring USD 3,500 - 7,000

14 kt white gold ring with 1.70 ct of round brilliant diamond mounted in pave setting weighing at 13 grams in size 6

326: Rolex submariner 18k gold watch USD 13,500 - 22,000

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Submariner watch featuring a mechanical automatic movement; blue dial with date aperture; center
seconds hand; blue rotating dive bezel; and 40mm, 18k yellow gold case on an 18k yellow gold, Oyster bracelet with deployant
clasp. Case, dial and movement signed Rolex. Weighs 168.5 grams.

327: Men's rolex  submariner USD 4,500 - 7,500

Stainless steel, black dial with date. Black rotating bezel. Automatic, 40mm. Pre-owned, in good condition. You can see in our
high resolution photos that there are slight signs of wear. No documents or box, but we guarantee the authenticity of this piece.
As always, our standard 14 day return policy applies.

328: Cartier mid size steel tank francaise USD 2,500 - 5,500

Stainless steel case with a stainless steel bracelet. Fixed stainless steel bezel. Silver grained dial with blue sword-shaped hands
and black Roman numeral hour markers. Minute markers around an inner ring. No documents or box, but we guarantee the
authenticity of this piece. As always, our standard 14 day return policy applies.

329: 2001 liberty silver dollar in full color USD 25 - 100

2001 lady liberty silver dollar in box

330: american presidents coin collection USD 25 - 100

american presidents coin collection , 4 coins in display

332: mercury dime collection USD 25 - 150

mercury dime collection , 5 coins in display box

333: susan B . Anthony dollar collection USD 25 - 50

susan B . Anthony dollar collection , 3 coins in display box

334: the historic buffalo nickel  collection USD 25 - 100

the historic buffalo nickel collection , 3 coins in display box
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Tangible  Fine Jewelry, Art and Antique Sale

335: the legend of the silver mercury dime USD 25 - 150

the legend of the silver mercury dime collection , 7 coins in display box

336: american obsolete collection USD 25 - 100

american obsolete collection , 5 coins in display box

337: John F. kennedy half dollar collectiom USD 25 - 100

John F. kennedy half dollar collectiom , 5 coins in display box 1965 to 1969

338: the wild west coin collection ( AMERICAN INDIAN ) USD 25 - 150

the wild west coin collection ( AMERICAN INDIAN ) , 5 coins in display box from 1900

339: 1976 the official bicentennial day commemorative medal USD 25 - 100

1976 the official bicentennial day commemorative medal in nice display .

340: the buffalo trail  1920th  1930th USD 25 - 150

the buffalo trail 1920th 1930th , 7 coins in glass frame 7x5''

341: 2005 nickel collection in display box USD 25 - 100

2005 nickel collection in display box , 6 coins in box

342: washington silver quarters 1930th to 1940th USD 25 - 200

washington silver quarters 1930th to 1940th in display , 11 coins

343: the fifty state commemorative quarters series 1999-2008 USD 25 - 150

the fifty state commemorative quarters series 1999-2008 , 52 coins in display
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Tangible  Fine Jewelry, Art and Antique Sale

345: the world war II coin & stamps collection 1945 USD 25 - 200

the world war II coin & stamps collection 1945 , 4 coins and 5 stamps in display

346: 1899 silver morgan dollar USD 25 - 100

1899 silver morgan dollar

347: Jefferson nickel collection 1938 to 1961 number one USD 25 - 200

Jefferson nickel collection 1938 to 1961 number one
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